Literacy
In Literacy this term we will be covering many books
designed to develop and increase children’s language
development and descriptive writing. These include;


‘Open Wide,’



‘Flotsam,’



‘Once Upon an Ordinary School Day’



‘Stories through rhyme’

Numeracy

PHSE/RE
In PHSE, we will be discussing;


Fair Trade and its link to products we buy.



We will be discussing how we can stay healthy
and the effects of not!



We will follow the SACRE guidelines in our RE
lessons focussing on beliefs and values.

Science

In our daily Numeracy lessons we will be learning more about;
Place Value,




Addition and Subtraction,



Shape and Measures

We will also have a weekly x table test and a
weekly mental maths lesson to focus on mental
calculations and strategies.

Year 3 and 4

PE

Curriculum Map
In Science, we have two lessons each week. This
term we will be learning about;


Teeth and Nutrition,



Skeletons and Digestion

History and Geography

Art and D.T

History and Geography learning often links together as well
as linking into other subjects such as Science, Literacy and
Art. We will learn about;

We have a weekly lessons. Our Art and DT topics
this term we will be;


Observational Drawing,



Chocolate Design

Music

Autumn Term



The UK,



The History of Food including chocolate, we will learn
about where food comes from as well as the design links
to packaging.

A vocal coach will be teaching our children in order to develop singing and
musical skills at a high level. The children will learn a range of songs.

Children will have two PE lessons each week.
Our topics for this term include;


Netball, Gymnastics and Lacrosse.

Computing
This term our topics including using ‘Publisher’
and ‘Power Point’ to learn skills and present
information. We also use websites such as Build
with Chrome to add a creative ’DT’ approach.
Children will often undertake a second cross
curricular lessons, usually research, so children
learn the skill of reading for information and
showing their comprehension.

